
Reception Home Learning 
 

Thursday 23rd April 

 

Hello everyone, 

 

Here are 3 more activities for you to enjoy.   
 

‘We are Authors’ 

 

1. Make an interactive version of the book “We’re Going on a Bear Hunt” and act 

out the story together with your family and toys.   

Here are some ideas of what you could set up and there is a script of the story 

at the bottom of the page.   

 

These are some of our ideas, but you can also think of your own ways of making 

each scene…. 

-For the water, you could use a bowl of water or your paddling pool.  

-For the grass, you could use your garden grass, or you could tie some scarfs on 

a broom stick or stick green paper on some paper. 

- For the snowstorm, you could blow some bubbles or mix some water with lots 

of shower gel/bubble bath and blow the soapy water with a straw. 

-For the forest, you could collect wooden spoons from your home or sticks from 

your garden.    

-For the mud, you could melt a little bit of chocolate from a left over Easter 

egg or collect some soil from your garden and mix it with a little bit of water. 

-For the cave, you could use a blanket 

-For the bear, use could use any of your soft toys. 

 

You could use your toys to act out the story or you could dress up as an explorer 

and get your family to dress up too as you act out the story yourself!  

You could record your interactive story or make a video! 

 

2. On a piece of paper or in a workbook please write a sentence about why you 

think the bear was following the family. Start your sentence with “I think….” 

 

If you find this tricky, try to write just the key words of your sentence. 

For example: 

“I think the bear wanted some friends” 

You can write: Bear – wants- friends  

 



If you feel brave and want a challenge write two sentences with two different 

ideas about the bear. 

 

Remember to use a capital letter at the beginning of each sentence, finger 

spaces between each word and a full stop at the end of each sentence. 

 

3. Play the game Mum/Dad says (same as Simon says). Using the positional 

language learnt on Monday. 

Ask your child to choose a toy, then you can say, for example: 

“mum says put the toy on top of your head” 

“mum says put the toy between your feet” 

“mum says put the toy under the table” 

“mum says put the toy in front of the door” 

“mum says put the toy through your letter box” etc…. 

After that, swap places. Now your child can tell you where to put the toy (if you 

want you can pretend to put the toy in the wrong place and see if your child can 

correct your mistake.   

 

 

 

  



Script of the story 

 
We're going on a bear hunt. 

We're going to catch a big one. 

What a beautiful day! 

We're not scared. 

Uh-uh! 

Grass! 

Long wavy grass. 

We can't go over it. 

We can't go under it. 

Oh no! 

We've got to go through it! 

Swishy swashy! Swishy swashy! Swishy swashy! 

 

We're going on a bear hunt. 

We're going to catch a big one. 

What a beautiful day! 

We're not scared. 

Uh-uh! 

A river! 

A deep cold river. 

We can't go over it. 

We can't go under it. 

Oh no! 

We've got to go through it! 

Splash splosh! Splash splosh! Splash splosh! 

 

We're going on a bear hunt. 

We're going to catch a big one. 

What a beautiful day! 



We're not scared.  

Uh-uh! 

Mud! 

Thick oozy mud. 

We can't go over it, 

We can't go under it. 

Oh no! 

We've got to go through it! 

Squelch squerch! Squelch squerch! Squelch squerch! 

 

We're going on a bear hunt. 

We're going to catch a big one. 

What a beautiful day! 

We're not scared. 

Uh-uh! 

A forest! 

A big dark forest. 

We can't go over it. 

We can't go under it. 

Oh no! 

We've got to go through it! 

Stumble trip! Stumble trip! Stumble trip! 

 

We're going on a bear hunt. 

We're going to catch a big one. 

What a beautiful day! 

We're not scared. 

Uh-uh! 

A snowstorm! 

A swirling whirling snowstorm. 

We can't go over it. 



We can't go under it. 

Oh no! 

We've got to go through it! 

Hooo wooo! Hooo wooo! Hooo wooo!  

 

We're going on a bear hunt. 

We're go to catch a big one. 

What a beautiful day! 

We're not scared. 

Uh-uh! 

A cave! 

A narrow gloomy cave. 

We can't go over it. 

We can't go under it. 

We've got to go through it! 

Tiptoe! Tiptoe! Tiptoe! 

 

WHAT’S THAT! 

One shiny wet nose! 

Two big furry ears! 

Two big goggly eyes! 

IT’S A BEAR! 

Quick! 

Back through the cave! 

Tiptoe! Tiptoe! Tiptoe! 

Back through the snowstorm! 

Hoooo woooo! Hoooo woooo! Hoooo woooo! 

Back through the forest! 

Stumble trip! Stumble trip! Stumble trip! 

Back through the mud! 

Squelch squerch! Squelch squerch! Squelch squerch! 



Back through the river! 

Splash splosh! Splash splosh! Splash splosh! 

Back through the grass! 

Swishy swashy! Swishy swashy! Swishy swashy! 

Get to our front door. 

Open the door. 

Up the stairs 

Oh no!  

We forgot to shut the door. 

Back downstairs. 

Back upstairs. 

Into the bedroom 

Into the bed 

Under the covers 

I’m not going on a bear hunt again.  

 


